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Introdution: what's AI for?Homo Sapiens = \Man the wise"What is the purpose of Arti�ial Intelligene (AI)?If you're a philosopher or a psyhologist then:� To understand intelligene .� To understand ourselves .However, we're neither|we're sientists/engineers, so...

Introdution: what's AI for?From our perspetive:� To understand why our brain is small and (arguably) slow, butinredibly good at some tasks.� To onstrut intelligent systems.� To make and sell ool stu�.This view seems to be the more suessful .AI is entering our lives almost without us being aware of it.

Introdution: now is a fantasti time to investigate AIIn many ways this is a young �eld, having only really got under wayin 1956 with the Dartford Conferene .

www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/history/dartmouth/dartmouth.html� This means we an atually do things.� Also, we know what we're trying to do is possible .Philosophy has addressed similar problems for at least 2000 years.� Can we do AI? Should we do AI?� Is AI impossible? (Note: I didn't write possible here, for a goodreason...)Arguably, philosophy has had relatively little suess.



Aside I: philosophy (428 B.C. to present)The philosophy of mind has a long history:� Sorates wanted an algorithm (!) for \piety" prompting Plato(428 B.C.) to onsider the rules governing rational thought. Thisled to the syllogisms .� The possibility of mehanial reasoning : Ramon Lull's oneptwheels (approx. 1315). Followed by various other attempts atmehanial alulators.� Mind as a physial system : Rene Desartes (1596-1650). Is minddistint from matter? What is free will? Dualism : part of ourmind|-the soul or spirit| is set apart from the rest of nature.� The opposing position of materialism : Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646-1716). Attempted to build a mahine to perform mental opera-tions but failed as his logi was too weak.

Aside I: philosophy (428 B.C. to present)There is an intermediate position: mind is physial but unknowable .If mind is physial where does knowledge ome from?� Franis Baon (1561-1626): empiriism . Leading to John Loke(1632-1704): \Nothing is in the understanding, whih was not�rst in the senses".� In A Treatise of Human Nature , David Hume (1711-1776) in-trodued the onept of indution : we obtain rules by repeatedexposure.� This was developed by Bertrand Russel (1872-1970): observationsentenes are onneted to sensory inputs , and all knowledgeis haraterised by logial theories onneted to these. Logialpositivism .� The nature of the onnetion between theories and sentenes:Rudolf Carnap and Carl Hempel's on�rmation theory .

Aside I: philosophy (428 B.C. to present)Finally: what is the onnetion between knowledge and ation?How are ations justi�ed?Aristotle: don't onentrate on the end but the means .If to ahieve the end you need to ahieve something intermediate,onsider how to ahieve that, and so on.This approah was implemented in Newell and Simon's 1972 GeneralProblem Solver (GPS).

Further reading, part IWhy do people like to argue that AI is impossible?Why do people dislike the idea that humanity might not be speial .An exellent artile on why this view is muh more problemati thanit might seem is:\Why people think omputers an't," Marvin Minsky. AIMagazine, volume 3 number 4, 1982.



Introdution: what's happened sine 1956?What's made the di�erene? We have a huge advantage in havingreahed a point where tehnology has matured suÆiently to allowus to build things .� Pereption (vision, speeh proessing...)� Logial reasoning (prolog, expert systems, CYC...)� Playing games (hess, bakgammon, go...)� Diagnosis of illness (in various ontexts...)� Theorem proving (Robbin's onjeture...)� Literature and musi (automated writing and omposition...)� And many more...The simple ability to try things out has led to huge advanes in arelatively short time. So: don't believe the ritis...

Aside II: omputer engineering (1940 to present)To have AI, you need a means of implementing the intelligene.Computers are (at present) the only devies in the rae. (Althoughquantum omputation is looking interesting...)AI has had a major e�et on omputer siene:� Time sharing� Interative interpreters� Linked lists� Storage management� Some fundamental ideas in objet-oriented programming� and so on...When AI has a suess, the ideas in question tend to stop being alledAI .

The nature of the pursuitWhat is AI? This is not neessarily a straightforward question.It depends on who you ask...We an �nd many de�nitions and a rough ategorisation an be madedepending on whether we are interested in:� The way in whih a system ats or the way in whih it thinks .� Whether we want it to do this in a human way or a rational way.Here, the word rational has a speial meaning: it means doing theorret thing in given irumstanes .

Ating like a humanWhat is AI, version one: ating like a humanAlan Turing proposed what is now known as the Turing Test .� A human judge is allowed to interat with an AI program via aterminal.� This is the only method of interation.� If the judge an't deide whether the interation is produed bya mahine or another human then the program passes the test.In the unrestrited Turing test the AI program may also have aamera attahed, so that objets an be shown to it, and so on.



Further reading, part IIIf you've never heard of Alan Turing then you really should �ndout about him, beause he provided the foundations for most ofomputer siene , did fundamental work in AI and was a major�gure at Blethley Park during the seond World War.Try:

www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/∼history/Biographies/Turing.html(It's not a tale with a happy ending...)

Ating like a humanThe Turing test is informative, and (very!) hard to pass.� It requires many abilities that seem neessary for AI, suh as learn-ing. BUT : a human hild would probably not pass the test.� Sometimes an AI system needs human-like ating abilities|forexample expert systems often have to produe explanations|butnot always .See the Loebner Prize in Arti�ial Intelligene :
www.loebner.net/Prizef/loebner-prize.html

Thinking like a humanWhat is AI, version two: thinking like a humanThere is always the possibility that a mahine ating like a humandoes not atually think . The ognitive modelling approah to AIhas tried to:� Dedue how humans think|for example by introspetion orpsyhologial experiments .� Copy the proess by mimiking it within a program.An early example of this approah is the General Problem Solverprodued by Newell and Simon in 1961. They were onerned withwhether or not the program reasoned in the same manner that ahuman did.Computer Siene + Psyhology = Cognitive Siene

Aside III: psyhology (1879 to present)Modern psyhology began with the study of the human visual systemperformed by Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894).The �rst experimental psyhology lab was founded by his studentWilhelm Wundt (1832-1920) at the University of Leipzig.� The lab onduted areful, ontrolled experiments on human sub-jets.� The idea was for the subjet to perform some task and introspetabout their thought proesses.Other labs followed this lead. BUT: a strange|and fatal|e�etappeared.For eah lab, the introspetions of the subjets turned out toonform to the preferred theories of the lab.



Aside III: psyhology (1879 to present)The main response to this e�et was behaviourism , founded by JohnWatson (1878-1958) and Edward Lee Thorndike (1874-1949).� They regarded evidene based on introspetion as fundamentallyunreliable, so...� ...they simply rejeted all theories based on any form of mentalproess.� They onsidered only objetive measures of stimulus and re-sponse .Learnt a LOT of interesting things about rats and pigeons!

Aside III: psyhology (1879 to present)The somewhat more sophistiated view of the brain as an infor-mation proessing devie|the view of ognitive psyhology|wassteamrollered by behaviourism until Kenneth Craik's The Nature ofExplanation (1943).The idea that onepts suh as reasoning, beliefs, goals et are im-portant is re-stated.Critially: the system ontains a model of the world and of the wayits ations a�et the world.

Aside III: psyhology (1879 to present)stimuli onverted to internal representation

↓ognitive proesses manipulate internal representations
↓internal representations onverted into ations

Thinking rationally: the \laws of thought"What is AI, version three: thinking rationallyThe idea that intelligene redues to rational thinking is a very oldone, going at least as far bak as Aristotle as we've already seen.The general �eld of logi made major progress in the 19th and 20thenturies, allowing it to be applied to AI.� We an represent and reason about many di�erent things.� The logiist approah to AI.This is a very appealing idea. However...



Thinking rationally: the \laws of thought"Unfortunately there are obstales to any naive appliation of logi.It is hard to:� Represent ommonsense knowledge .� Deal with unertainty .� Reason without being tripped up by omputational omplexity .These will be reurring themes in this ourse, and in AI II.Logi alone also falls short beause:� Sometimes it's neessary to at when there's no logial ourse ofation.� Sometimes inferene is unneessary (reex ations).

Further reading, part IIIThe Fifth Generation Computer System projet has most ertainlyearned the badge of \heroi failure".It is an example of how muh harder the logiist approah is thanyou might think:\Overview of the Fifth Generation Computer Projet," TohruMoto-oka. ACM SIGARCH Computer Arhiteture News, volume11, number 3, 1983.

Aside III: mathematis (800 to present)To be sienti� about AI three areas of mathematis are needed:omputation, logi, and probability.Logi:� To the likes of Aristotle, a philosophial rather than mathematialpursuit.� George Boole (1815-1864) made it into mathematis.� Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) founded all the essential parts of �rst-order logi.� Alfred Tarski (1902-1983) founded the theory of referene: whatis the relationship between real objets and those in logi.

Aside III: mathematis (800 to present)Computation:� Conept of an algorithm: Arab mathematiian al-Khowarazmi .� What are the limits of algorithms? David Hilbert's (1862-1943)entsheidungsproblem .� Solved by Turing, who (with others) formulated preisely what analgorithm is .� Ultimately, this has lead to the idea of intratability .� Kurt Godel (1906-1978): theorems on ompleteness and inom-pleteness.



Aside III: mathematis (800 to present)Probability:� Gerolamo Cardano (1501-1576): gambling outomes.� Further developed by Fermat, Pasal, Bernoulli, Laplae...� Bernoulli (1654-1705) in partiular proposed probability as a mea-sure of degree of belief .� Bayes (1702-1761) showed how to update a degree of belief whennew evidene is available.� Probability forms the basis for the modern treatment of uner-tainty .� The deision theory of Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944)ombines unertainty with ation.

Ating rationallyWhat is AI, version four: ating rationallyBasing AI on the idea of ating rationally means attempting todesign systems that at to ahieve their goals given their beliefs .What might be needed?� To make good deisions in many di�erent situations we need torepresent and reason with knowledge .� We need to deal with natural language .� We need to be able to plan .� We need vision .� We need learning .And so on, so all the usual AI bases seem to be overed.

Ating rationallyThe idea of ating rationally has several advantages:� The onepts of ation , goal and belief an be de�ned preiselymaking the �eld suitable for sienti� study.This is important: if we try to model AI systems on humans, we an'teven propose any sensible de�nition of what a belief or goal is .In addition, humans are a system that is still hanging and adaptedto a very spei� environment.Rational ating does not have these limitation.

Ating rationallyRational ating also seems to inlude two of the alternative ap-proahes:� All of the things needed to pass a Turing test seem neessaryfor rational ating, so this seems preferable to the ating like ahuman approah.� The logiist approah an learly form part of what's required toat rationally, so this seems preferable to the thinking rationallyapproah alone.As a result, we will fous on the idea of designing systems that atrationally .



Other ontributions: linguistis (1957 to present)B. F. Skinner's Verbal Behaviour (1951) set out the approah tolanguage developed by the behaviourists.It was reviewed by Noam Chomsky, author of Syntati Strutures :� He showed that the behaviourists ould not explain how we un-derstand or produe sentenes that we have not previously heard .� Chomsky's own theory|based on syntati models traeable asfar bak as (350 B.C.), did not su�er in this way.� Chomsky's own theory was also formal, and ould be programmed.

Other ontributions: linguistis (1957 to present)This overall problem is onsiderably harder than was realised in 1957.It requires knowledge representation, and the �elds have informedone another. A lassi example:
\Time ies like an arrow"

\Fruit ies like a banana"

Other ontributions: eonomis (1776 to present)How should I at, perhaps in the presene of adversaries, toobtain something nie in the future?� Adam Smith: An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of theWealth of Nations (1776).� When we say \something nie," how an the \degree of nie-ness" be measured?This leads to the idea of utility as a mathematial onept.Developed by Leon Walras (1834-1910), Frank Ramsey (1931) andJohn Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern (1944).

Other ontributions: eonomis (1776 to present)� For large eonomies:Probability theory + utility theory = deision theory� Game theory is more appliable to small eonomies.In some games it turns out to be rational to at (apparently)randomly.� Dealing with future gains resulting from a sequene of ations:operations researh and Markov deision proesses , the latterdue to Rihard Bellman (1957).Unfortunately it is omputationally hard to at rationally.Herbert Simon (1916-2001) won the Nobel Prize for Eonomis in1978 for his work demonstrating that satis�ing is a better way ofdesribing the atual behaviour of humans.



Other ontributions: neurosiene (1861 to present)Nasty bumps on the head

↓We know that the brain has something to do with onsiousnessExperiments by Paul Broa (1824-1880) led to the understandingthat loalised regions have di�erent tasks.Around that time the presene of neurons was understood but therewere still major problems.For example, even now there is no omplete understanding of howour brains store a single memory.More reently: EEG, MRI and the study of single ells.

Other ontributions: ybernetis and ontrol theory (1948 to present)Ktesibios of Alexandria (250 BC)The �rst mahine to be able to modify its own behaviour was a waterlok ontaining a mehanism for ontrolling the ow of water.� James Watt (1736-1819): governor for steam engines� Cornelius Drebbel (1572-1633): thermostat� Control theory as a mathematial subjet: Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) and others.

Other ontributions: ybernetis and ontrol theory (1948 to present)Interesting behaviour aused by a ontrol system minimising errorerror = di�erene between goal and urrent situationMore reently, we have seen stohasti optimal ontrol dealing withthe maximisation over time of an objetive funtion .This is onneted diretly to AI, but the latter moves away fromlinear , ontinuous senarios.

What's in this ourse?This ourse introdues some of the fundamental areas that make upAI:� An outline of the bakground to the subjet.� An introdution to the idea of an agent .� Solving problems in an intelligent way by searh .� Solving problems represented as onstraint satisfation prob-lems.� Playing games .� Knowledge representation, and reasoning .� Learning using neural networks .� Planning .



What's in this ourse?Stritly speaking, AI I overs what is often referred to as \GoodOld-Fashioned AI .Historially, the nature of the subjet hanged a great deal when theimportane of unertainty beame fully appreiated.Roughly speaking, AI I overs material up until that point.AI II overs more reent material.

What's not in this ourse?� The lassial AI programming languages prolog and lisp.� A great deal of all the areas on the last slide!� Pereption: vision , hearing and speeh proessing , touh (foresensing, knowing where your limbs are, knowing when somethingis bad), taste , smell .� Natural language proessing.� Ating on and in the world: robotis (e�etors, loomotion, ma-nipulation), ontrol engineering , mehanial engineering , nav-igation .� Areas suh as geneti algorithms/programming , swarm intel-ligene , arti�ial immune systems and fuzzy logi, for reasonsthat I will expand upon during the letures.� Unertainty and muh further probabilisti material. (You'llhave to wait until next year.)

Text bookThe ourse is based on the relevant parts of:Arti�ial Intelligene: A Modern Approah , Seond Edition(2003). Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig, Prentie Hall InternationalEditions.NOTE: the 3rd edition has reently beome available. However itseems at present to be both expensive and diÆult to obtain in theUK, so I'm still reommending the 2nd edition.

Interesting things on the webA few interesting web starting points:The Honda Asimo robot: world.honda.com/ASIMOAI at Nasa Ames: www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/exploringtheuniverse/spiffy.htmlDARPAGrand Challenge: ai.stanford.edu/∼dstavens/aaai06/montemerlo etal aaai06.pdf2007 DARPA Urban Challenge: cs.stanford.edu/group/roadrunnerThe Cy projet: www.cyc.comHuman-like robots: www.ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoid-robotics-groupSony robots: support.sony-europe.com/aiboNEC \PaPeRo": www.nec.co.jp/products/robot/en



PrerequisitesThe prerequisites for the ourse are: �rst order logi, some algorithmsand data strutures, disrete and ontinuous mathematis, basi om-putational omplexity.DIRE WARNING:In the letures on mahine learning I will be talking about neuralnetworks .This means you will need to be able to di�erentiate and also handlevetors and matries .If you've forgotten how to do this you WILL get lost|I guaranteeit!!!

PrerequisitesSelf test:1. Let

f(x1, . . . , xn) =

n∑

i=1

aix
2
iwhere the ai are onstants. Can you ompute ∂f/∂xj where 1 ≤

j ≤ n?2. Let f(x1, . . . , xn) be a funtion. Now assume xi = gi(y1, . . . , ym)for eah xi and some olletion of funtions gi. Assuming allrequirements for di�erentiability and so on are met, an you writedown an expression for ∂f/∂yj where 1 ≤ j ≤ m?If the answer to either of these questions is \no" then it's time forsome revision. (You have about three weeks notie, so I'll assumeyou know it!)
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